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Back Pressure Based Multicast Scheduling for Fair
Bandwidth Allocation
Saswati Sarkar, Member, IEEE, and Leandros Tassiulas, Member, IEEE
Abstract—We study the fair allocation of bandwidth in multicast
networks with multirate capabilities. In multirate transmission,
each source encodes its signal in layers. The lowest layer contains
the most important information and all receivers of a session
should receive it. If a receiver’s data path has additional band-
width, it receives higher layers which leads to a better quality of
reception. The bandwidth allocation objective is to distribute the
layers fairly. We present a computationally simple, decentralized
scheduling policy that attains the maxmin fair rates without using
any knowledge of traffic statistics and layer bandwidths. This
policy learns the congestion level from the queue lengths at the
nodes, and adapts the packet transmissions accordingly. When the
network is congested, packets are dropped from the higher layers;
therefore, the more important lower layers suffer negligible packet
loss. We present analytical and simulation results that guarantee
the maxmin fairness of the resulting rate allocation, and upper
bound the packet loss rates for different layers.
Index Terms—Back pressure, maxmin fairness, multicast, sched-
uling.
I. INTRODUCTION
I NTERNET is moving fast from best effort service to classbased service, where different classes of users get different
quality of service and are charged differently. Internet service
providers would like to provide fair quality of service in the
same class. Also, fair allocation of bandwidth guarantees some
minimum quality of service to all users. Attaining a fair alloca-
tion in a distributed manner is however a challenging problem,
as fair allocation of bandwidth in a link depends on the con-
gestion in the other links as well. In Fig. 1, intuitively, the fair
allocation in link is two units for each session. But, Session
2 cannot use more than one unit, since the bandwidth in link
is one unit. So, the fair allocations are three and one units for
Sessions 1 and 2, respectively.
Allocating fair bandwidth is even more complex in multi-
cast networks, due to network heterogeneity. A multicast ses-
sion has several receivers, and different receivers have different
processing capabilities and different bandwidths in data paths.
In Fig. 2, receiver receives information through a (45
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Fig. 1. Example network demonstrating that the fair bandwidth share in a link
depends on congestion in other links. The numbers in brackets, ( ), denote the
capacities of the respective links. For example, e has capacity four units.
Fig. 2. Sample network showing network heterogeneity. The network has one
session with four receivers.
Mbps) link, whereas another receiver of the same session,
is served by a 128 kbps ISDN line. Receiver is a 28.8 Kbps
modem, whereas receiver is a 100 Mbps ethernet. Service
rate of a receiver should not decrease because of the presence
of other slow receivers in the same session. Again, a receiver
should not receive service at a rate higher than it can sustain.
The diverse bandwidth requirements of receivers can be ac-
commodated by using multirate transmission to serve different
receivers of the same session at different rates. The service rate
of a session in a link is equal to the maximum of the rates of
the session receivers downstream of the link. In multirate trans-
mission, each source hierarchically encodes its signal in several
layers. The lowest layer contains the most important informa-
tion and all receivers of the session should receive it. If a re-
ceiver’s data path has additional bandwidth, it receives higher
layers which leads to a better quality of reception. For example,
in Fig. 2, receives only the lowest layer, whereas receives
many more layers. Hierarchical coding is useful for real time
loss tolerant traffic like audio and video. We consider real time
traffic in this paper.
We consider the allocation of maxmin fair rates [2] to the
receivers. A rate allocation is maxmin fair, if the rate of a re-
ceiver cannot be increased without reducing the rate of another
receiver that has equal or lower rate. Maxmin fairness satisfies
many intuitive fairness properties in a multirate multicast net-
work [12], e.g., it distributes bandwidth fairly among different
sessions traversing a link, and serves every receiver at a rate
commensurate with the fair bandwidth share in its path. The fair
bandwidth may be different for different receivers of the same
1045-9227/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Session 1 consists of receivers u and u , and Session 2 has receiver u . The capacity constraints for links e and e are max(r ; r ) + r  7 and
r + r  6:5, respectively. The maximum rates are 5 and 20 for Sessions 1 and 2, respectively. Hence, r  5; r  5, and r  20. The maxmin fair rates are
3.75, 3.25, 3.25 for receivers u ; u , and u , respectively.
session, e.g., in Fig. 3, the fair rates for and are 3.75 and
3.25, respectively. Receiver cannot receive bandwidth higher
than 3.25 because link in its path offers 3.25 units to both Ses-
sions 1 and 2.
We now describe the challenges in allocating maxmin fair
rates in multirate multicast networks. Topologies of communi-
cation networks constantly vary due to periodic failure of links
and routers. Composition of multicast groups also change fre-
quently due to joining and leaving of receivers. These in turn
require frequent changes in session routes leading to changes in
the maxmin fair allocation. Furthermore, the bandwidth avail-
able for serving real time traffic also vary depending on the
amount of data traffic which change rapidly and may not be
readily known at the link schedulers. Finally, a challenge spe-
cific to multirate transmission is that the maxmin fair rate alloca-
tion may depend on the bandwidth consumed by each layer. This
is because the information contained in a higher layer packet is
meaningful only if all the lower layer packets have been suc-
cessfully decoded and, thus, the fair rates must be allocated so
as to first limit the packet loss for the lower layers, and subse-
quently use the residual bandwidth to serve the higher layers.
Now, the layer bandwidths dynamically vary depending on the
coding strategy and characteristics of the traffic, and will not
be known at the intermediate routers in the path of a session.
Thus, the rate allocation strategies that assume static topolo-
gies and static congestion levels, or assume knowledge of traffic
statistics, layer bandwidths and available link bandwidths are
not adequate. This motivates the design of adaptive scheduling
strategies that attain the maxmin fair rates by gradually learning
the network dynamics. There are several key challenges in de-
signing such mechanisms. The learning strategies must be 1)
decentralized as no scheduler knows the state of the entire net-
work, 2) computationally simple as the routers can only de-
vote limited processing cycles toward these computations, and
3) may not know the values of many crucial parameters such as
layer bandwidths and link bandwidths available for transmitting
real time traffic. We solve these key challenges by exploiting
scheduling dynamics.
Our contribution is to design a computationally simple, de-
centralized, adaptive scheduling policy that attains the maxmin
fair rates without knowing the link capacities, global network
topology, or traffic statistics. This policy adapts the packet trans-
missions in accordance with network conditions and conges-
tion levels which it learns from the queue lengths at the nodes.
Specifically, the policy samples sessions in each link in a round
robin manner for transmitting a packet in the link. When a ses-
sion is sampled, it may or may not transmit a packet. The deci-
sion is based on the availability of packets for transmission and
the queue lengths downstream of the link. Here, higher queue
lengths downstream of a link indicates higher congestion levels
downstream and prevents transmission of the packets of a ses-
sion in upstream links (i.e., in links closer to the source)—such
policies are denoted as “back-pressure” policies [15]. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 3, the decision to transmit a Session 1 packet in
link during its round robin turn depends on the congestions
in links and . The decision for Session 2 is based only on
the congestion in link . Also, a session always gives priority
to a lower layer packet over a higher layer packet. This in turn
confines all the packet losses to the highest layer it serves, even
though the scheduling does not use any knowledge of the layer
bandwidths. The techniques used for learning the congestion
level and the scheduling among the layers eliminate the need for
any new schedule computation when the topology or the traffic
characteristics or the layer bandwidths change. The scheme is
therefore robust. We analytically prove that the policy attains
the maxmin fair rates.
Maxmin fair rates can also be allocated by first computing
the fair rates and subsequently determining the service order for
packets in the links so as to serve the packets as per the fair rates.
We have presented distributed algorithms for computing the
maxmin fair rates in [13]. Now, there exists scheduling policies
that can attain any feasible rate allocation, once the feasible rates
or at least the ratios between the feasible rates are known, e.g.,
fair queuing strategies [3], [7]. But, computing the fair rates has
several problems. For example, computation algorithms must
know the bandwidth available for real time traffic which varies
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depending on the amount of data traffic and is not readily known
at the link schedulers. Computation of fair rates also requires
exchange of messages between neighboring nodes, leading to
considerable additional traffic. Also, the fair rates must be re-
computed when the packet arrival rates or the topology change.
The scheduling strategy we propose in this paper eliminates the
requirement for this precomputation by using adaptive learning
techniques, and thereby removes the previous disadvantages.
We now review the related research in fairness in multicast
networks. Tzeng et al. study the problem of fair allocation of
bandwidth to multicast sessions under the constraint that all re-
ceivers of the same session must receive packets at the same
rate [17]. But, if all receivers of a session are served at the same
rate, then the slow receivers can be overwhelmed and the fast re-
ceivers starved. Rubenstein et al. have shown that fairness prop-
erties of a multicast network improve if multirate transmission
is used instead of single rate transmission, and have presented a
centralized algorithm for computing the maxmin fair rates [12].
Well-known network protocols for multirate multicast transmis-
sion, receiver-driven layered multicast (RLM) [11] and layered
video multicast with retransmissions (LVMR) [9] do not pro-
vide fairness among sessions [10]. Li et al. propose a scheme
for fair allocation of bandwidth in layered video multicast that
strives to rectify this defect in RLM and LVMR [10]. There is no
analytical guarantee that the scheme attains fairness; the empir-
ical evidence is for networks with only one link. Our research
is complementary since we present a scheduling strategy that
is guaranteed to attain maxmin fair rates in multirate, multicast
networks.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe
our network model. In Section III, we motivate our policy. In
Section IV, we describe our policy. In Section V, we evaluate the
performance of our policy. In Section VI, we discuss the salient
features of our policy. We outline the proofs in the Appendix
and refer to the technical report [14] for details.
II. NETWORK MODEL
We consider a network with sessions and receivers. A
session may have one or more receivers, and is identified by the
pair , where is the source and is the set of receivers.
The traffic from is transmitted across a predetermined multi-
cast tree to nodes in The tree can be established during con-
nection establishment if the network is connection oriented, or
can be established by a multicast routing protocol like DVMRP
[4], CBT [1], etc. in a connectionless network like Internet.
To ensure fairness in a multirate network, we must con-
sider fair rate allocation for the receivers separately, instead
of those for the overall sessions. Every source has a max-
imum rate is infinity if the source always has a packet
to transmit. Rate allocation is an -dimensional vector
,
where is the rate of the th receiver of the th session.
For simplicity, we will use a single index, henceforth.
Definition 1: A rate allocation is a feasible
rate allocation if the following are true.
1) The rate of each receiver is less than or equal to the
maximum rate of its session , i.e., .
2) The total bandwidth of all sessions traversing a link is less
than or equal to the capacity of the link; the bandwidth of
a session in a link is equal to the maximum of the band-
widths of the session’s receivers downstream of the link.
Thus, (capacity constraint),
where is the set of sessions traversing link
is the set of receivers of session downstream of link
and is the capacity of link in packets per unit time1.
Fig. 3 illustrates an example network with a few capacity and
maximum rate constraints.
A feasible rate vector is maxmin fair if it is not possible to
maintain feasibility and increase the rate of a receiver without
decreasing the rate of any other receiver that has equal or lower
rate. The formal definition follows.
Definition 2: A feasible rate allocation is maxmin fair if it
satisfies the following property with respect to any other feasible
rate allocation : if there exists such that the th component of
is strictly greater than that of , then there exists
such that the th component of is less than or equal to
the th component of and the th component of
is strictly less than the th component of .
Refer to Fig. 3 for an example maxmin fair allocation.
As discussed before, under hierarchical encoding, loss rates
should be different for different layers, since lower layers con-
tain more important information than higher layers. Let layer
emitted by a source consume units of bandwidth. Let the
bandwidth allocated to a receiver be sufficient to serve all
packets of the first layers and a portion of the packets of the
th layer, i.e., . In the ideal scenario,
the receiver should receive all packets of the first layers and at
least fraction of packets of the th layer
and possibly no packet from the higher layers. Our scheduling
policy satisfies this objective. We assume that receiving a por-
tion of the packets of a layer improves the reception quality as
compared to receiving no packet of the layer. This assumption
is justified as in many coding schemes signal quality gradually
degrades with increase in packet loss (“graceful degradation”)
[5].
III. BACK PRESSURE BASED FLOW CONTROL FOR FAIRNESS
We now present the intuition behind our policy. We first ex-
plain why a simple round robin scheduling in every link does
not attain the maxmin fair rates. A session traverses multiple
links, and different links offer different bandwidths to the ses-
sion. Assume that the session has only one receiver and, hence,
only one source-destination path. The link that offers minimum
bandwidth to a session is the session’s bottleneck link. In Fig. 1,
and are the bottleneck links of Sessions 1 and 2, respec-
tively. If a session is served in any link in its path at a rate higher
than that offered by its bottleneck link, there will be congestion
and packet loss in the bottleneck link, and a significant portion of
the bandwidths of nonbottleneck links will be wasted in serving
packets that do not reach the destination. A simple round robin
scheduling does not ensure that the service rate of a session in
any link in its path is equal to that in its bottleneck link. Credit
1Capacity of a link is the number of packets it can transmit per unit time. We
assume that all packets have the same number of bits.
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based flow control can be used for conveying the bottleneck in-
formation implicitly.
Hahne [8] used credit flow control for attaining fairness in
networks that have only unicast sessions2. A credit value is
decided apriori. The sessions in each link are sampled in round
robin manner. When a session is sampled in a link, if the number
of packets of a session waiting for transmission at the destina-
tion node of a link is less than and the session has packets for
transmission, then the session transmits a packet in the link. If
the number of packets of the session waiting for transmission at
the destination node of a link is equal to then the session does
not transmit, even if it is sampled and has packets for transmis-
sion. We explain credit based flow control using Fig. 1. Round
robin sampling offers two units of bandwidth to both Sessions
1 and 2 in . Now, serves Session 2 at a rate of one per unit
time. Thus, there will be an accumulation of Session 2 packets
at node and, hence, Session 2 will often not transmit packets in
even when it is sampled. Thus, link will serve Session 2 at
a rate lower than 2. Now, link can transmit Session 1 packets
at a rate higher than the rate at which can transmit Session 1
packets. So, often node will not have Session 1 packets, and
this will reduce the transmission rate for Session 1 packets in
. It turns out that any link serves a session traversing at
the same rate as ’s bottleneck link.
Credit flow control presents some inherent complications for
multirate multicast networks. We would first explain the diffi-
culties and then present our approach in overcoming the com-
plications. A session’s route may consist of multiple links orig-
inating from the same node, and these links serve the session at
different rates. Thus, the number of packets of a session waiting
at a node for transmission in different links are different. For one
link, this number may be less than but for another link this
number may be greater than In Fig. 3, Session 1 traverses
links and originating from node Now, can be 3, and
the number of Session 1 packets waiting at node for transmis-
sion in links and can be 2 and 10, respectively. Thus, it
is not clear how credit flow control can be used to determine
when a link should serve a session. Also, the flow should be
controlled so that the rate of a session in a link is equal to the
maximum of that in the links originating from the destination
node of . In Fig. 3, rate of Session 1 in link should be equal
to the maximum of that in links and . We show that this can
be attained by allowing a link to serve a session if the number
of packets of the session waiting for transmission in at least one
of the links originating from the destination of is less than .
In Fig. 3, the scheduler for considers the number of Session
1 packets waiting at for transmission in and the number of
Session 1 packets waiting at for transmission in . If at least
one of these is less than , the scheduler transmits a Session 1
packet in in its round robin turn.
Since service rate of a session in a link is equal to the max-
imum of the service rates of the session in the links downstream,
the source of a link may receive packets at a rate higher than the
rate at which the link can serve. In Fig. 3, if link serves Ses-
sion 1 faster than link does, then link will serve packets
at a rate equal to that of and consequently, will receive
packets at a rate higher than the rate at which it can serve. Thus,
2A unicast session has only one receiver.
Fig. 4. In the left figure, we show a section of the network shown in Fig. 3.
We assume that each session transmits two layers. Here, B is the queue of
session i layer j packets waiting for transmission in link e . In the right figure,
we show the logical buffers and the logical queues at the nodes. The logical
queues suggest that if a Session 1 packet waits at I for transmission in both links
e and e , then I maintains two separate copies of the packet. This however is
not necessary. The logical queues are variables used in scheduling, and can be
maintained by pointers. In Fig. 5, we show the physical queues corresponding
to these logical queues.
there will be packet loss at intermediate nodes (node in this
example), since the node buffers are finite. In the unicast case,
a link does not serve a packet if the destination node has
packets. So, there is no packet loss in the intermediate nodes,
if the sizes of node buffers are at least . But, in the multicast
case, there will be packet loss as long as the buffers are finite.
So, the goal is to attain the maxmin fair rates in presence of
packet loss, and also to regulate the loss so that the packets are
lost only from the higher layers. We attain the latter objective
by using different priorities for different layers.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE POLICY
We propose a scheduling policy based on prioritized round
robin with credit flow control for multirate multicast networks.
We first introduce some terminologies. Let the credit value be
be the set of links that originate from the destination
node of link and are in session ’s routing tree, and
be the number of layer packets of session waiting for trans-
mission in link at time . Packets of the same session waiting
for transmission in multiple links originating from the same
node need not be stored in separate memory locations. So, the
quantities s represent logical rather than physical buffers.
Every node maintains s for all layers of all sessions
traversing any link originating from the node. Refer to Figs. 4
and 5 for examples. Since physical buffers have finite sizes, for
all sessions , layers , link and time s must be less
than or equal to a quantity . Let . We assume that at
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Fig. 5. We show a physical buffer at node I of Fig. 4. We assume that the
switches are input queued. This physical buffer stores layer 1 packets of Session
1 transmitted via link e , and corresponds to logical buffers, B and B .
Packets are replicated only at the transmission epoch. So, the buffer stores six
packets. All six need to be transmitted in link e and only the last two need to
be transmitted in link e . The first four have already been transmitted in link e .
Hence, in Fig. 4, B (B ) contains two packets and B (B ) contains
six packets. Every link maintains a pointer at the first packet it needs to transmit.
Fig. 6. Pseudocode for scheduling at each link.
time the scheduler for link knows for
all sessions traversing link . In Section V, we discuss how to
relax this assumption.
We have stated the scheduling algorithm in each link in Fig. 6.
We now explain each step. Link samples all sessions traversing
in round robin order. When session is sampled, first ex-
amines whether there exists any layer that satisfies both the
packet-availability and the next-hop-congestion conditions. The
packet-availability condition for layer of session examines
whether there are session layer packets waiting for trans-
mission in link ; if not, then clearly layer packets of session
cannot be transmitted. The next-hop congestion condition for
layer of session examines whether the number of session
layer packets waiting for transmission in link is less than
for at least one link originating from the destination of ;
if not, then the destination of has a high congestion level for
layer packets of session and, hence, does not serve addi-
tional layer session packets. If there exists a layer of ses-
sion that satisfies both the previous conditions, then trans-
mits a packet from the lowest layer of , that satisfies these
conditions; this ensures that lower layers suffer less packet loss
than higher layers. This layer packet joins the queue for trans-
mission in all links in , except those that have ses-
sion packets of layer (i.e., except if ). If
for some link , the packet is lost for
link and the receivers downstream of . If the packet-avail-
ability and the next-hop-congestion conditions are not satisfied
by any layer of does not transmit any packet of , and sam-
ples the session that is next to in the round robin order.
We now elucidate the policy using the following example.
Example IV.1: In Fig. 4, we show a part of the network of
Fig. 3. The quantities in the figure denote .
Let 3 and 6. Here, and
. We assume that links do not transmit
any packet in the interval . Link samples Session 1 at
time . Now, and
. So, transmits a Session 1 layer 1
packet which is added to the queue for transmission in link ,
but not in link as 6 . The transmitted
packet is lost for link and the receiver .3 Assume that the
transmission of each packet in consumes one unit of time.
Now, 1, and 3. The rest
of the buffer contents remain the same at time as at time .
At time samples Session 2. Session 2 does not
transmit a layer 1 packet as
3 , but transmits a layer 2 packet as
, and . The
transmitted packet is added to the queue for transmission in
link . Now, 1 and 3.
The rest of the buffer contents remain the same at time as
at time .
At time samples Session 1. Session 1 does not
transmit any packet as , for
. So, samples Session 2 next. Session 2 does not
send any layer 1 packet as
, for . So, idles until and serve packets
and reduce for , and .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of our scheduling policy using
analysis and simulation.
Let session source transmit layers. Bandwidth of the th
layer of the th session is . Session source is “well-be-
haved” if in any interval it generates at most
packets and at least packets of the th layer,
where are “transmission jitters.” Many sources, e.g., outputs
of leaky-bucket shapers, constant bit rate (CBR) video sources,
3Depending on the buffer management policy, the new packet may be added
to the queue B , and an old packet in B may be dropped.
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etc. are well-behaved. If the transmission jitters are appro-
priately selected, then variable bit rate (VBR) periodic sources
can also be modeled by well-behaved sources. We assume that
all sources are well behaved. Let the maxmin fair rate of receiver
be .
Theorem 1: If and , each receiver re-
ceives at most packets and at least
packets in any interval . Here,
are constants that do not depend on .
The constants depend on ,
path lengths, link capacities, depends on in addition and
s depend on both and in addition. Refer to the Appendix
for their formulation.
We now explain the significance of Theorem 1. Theorem 1
shows that the policy exhibits long term fairness as packets are
delivered to the receivers at the maxmin fair rates. Also, the
policy is fair in short intervals as the number of packets deliv-
ered to the receivers in any interval differ from the maxmin fair
number by at most a constant that does not depend on the length
of the interval; the constants are large though.
We now present the intuition behind the result in Theorem 1.
For the bandwidth allocation to be maxmin fair, 1) the total link
capacity must be divided equally among all sessions traversing
the link provided the sessions are not congested elsewhere, and
2) if a session cannot use its equal share due to congestion in
other links, the residual bandwidth in a link must be used to
serve other sessions. Round robin sampling of sessions in each
link ensures 1). Also, since a session does not transmit a packet
in a link when all its downstream links are congested (i.e., all
downstream links of the session have or more packets for
each layer of the session) and other sessions receive the trans-
mission opportunity, 2) is guaranteed. Thus, the resulting band-
width allocation is maxmin fair.
The next theorem describes how packet losses are distributed
across layers. Specifically, it shows that as required by the ap-
plication, the packet loss is concentrated in the highest layer
served. Here, .
Theorem 2: Let and . Let receiver
belong to session . The number of layer packets lost
in the path of receiver in any interval is at most
. Here, is
a constant that depends on , path lengths, link
capacities and not on .
We now explain the significance of Theorem 2. Let receiver
belong to session . As discussed before, under hierarchical
encoding, lower layers contain more important information
than higher layers. Thus, if the maxmin fair bandwidth of
receiver is sufficient to serve all packets of the first layers,
i.e., , then the application requires that
experience a loss rate of 0 for packets of the first layers. In
this case, 0 and, hence, by
Theorem 2, the number of layer packets lost in the path of
receiver in any interval is at most . Thus, receiver
observes a long term loss rate of 0 for layer packets. Next,
if the maxmin fair rate is sufficient to serve all packets of the
first layers and only a portion of the packets of the th
layer, i.e., , then the application
requires that the residual bandwidth left after serving the first
layer packets be used to serve the th layer. Thus,
receiver must receive some of the layer packets. In this
case, .
Now, from Theorem 2, the long term loss rate for layer
packets is , which is less than 1. Thus,
the application requirement is satisfied.
We now present the intuition behind the result in Theorem 2.
It follows from Theorem 1 that every receiver receives packets
at its maxmin fair rate. Now, whenever a session is sampled in
a link it first tries to transmit a lower layer packet, and trans-
mits a higher layer packet only when it fails to do so. This hap-
pens if no lower layer packet is waiting for transmission or the
downstream links have a large number of lower layer packets
waiting for transmission. Due to this strict priority, the maxmin
fair bandwidth allocated to a receiver is first used to deliver the
lower layer packets, and the residual bandwidth is subsequently
used to deliver higher layer packets. The result follows.
We now explain why the guarantees in Theorems 1 and 2
hold only when the credit value and buffer size exceed
certain lower bounds. The packets of a layer of a session
are not served in a link if the layer experiences congestion in
downstream links. Now, the layer of a session is considered
to experience congestion in a link only when or more of
its packets wait for transmission in the link. This may happen
due to short term congestion which occurs due to burstiness of
the packet generation and the service processes, or because the
source of the link is receiving packets at a rate greater than the
link’s capacity. The service rate in preceding links should re-
duce only when the latter happens. But, if is small, then the
short term congestion may affect the service in preceding links
which would in turn lead to oscillation of allocated rates. Simi-
larly, if is small, then the loss rate may increase beyond that
guaranteed by the maxmin fair rates due to the burstiness of the
packet generation and the service processes. Thus, the rate and
loss guarantees in Theorems 1 and 2 hold only when and
exceed certain lower bounds.
Now, the lower bounds can be quite large. For example,
and may exceed , where is the maximum
number of sessions traversing any link and is the maximum
path length in a session tree. Also, these lower bounds depend on
the entire network topology which nodes may not know. Thus,
nodes may not be able to select the credit and buffer sizes that
exceed these lower bounds. The next theorem provides guaran-
tees on the rate and loss when the credit and buffer sizes
are lower than the respective bounds required in Theo-
rems 1 and 2.
We introduce the notion of the rank of a receiver. If the
maxmin fair rate of the receiver is the th smallest among
the maxmin fair rates of all receivers, then the rank of receiver
is . Let the number of ranks be , where
if the maxmin fair rates of some receivers are equal.
Theorem 3: Let be the th smallest maxmin fair rate.
Let receiver belong to session . There exists a sequence of
constants, and
such that, if , and , then 1)
all receivers of rank and above receive packets at rates greater
than or equal to , 2) all receivers of rank smaller than ,
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receive packets at their maxmin fair rates, and 3) the number of
layer packets lost in the path of receiver in any interval
is at most .
We formulate the constants
, and in the Appendix. We now explain the sig-
nificance of Theorem 3. Theorem 3 shows that performance
gradually improves with increase in buffer and credit sizes.
Theorem 3 states that if and where
then all receivers with lower values of
maxmin fair rates (i.e., those with the maxmin fair rates lower
than or equal to the th lowest maxmin fair rate ) attain
the maxmin fair rates and receive the same loss guarantees
as in Theorem 2. The rest of the receivers are however not
guaranteed to attain their maxmin fair rates, and may receive
fewer layers than when and . But, Theorem
3 guarantees that these receivers’ rates are lower bounded by
the th lowest maxmin fair rate which is however less than
their maxmin fair rates. Their loss rates are still concentrated in
the highest layer served.
We now present the intuition behind the result in Theorem 3.
We explain why the guarantees for receivers with lower ranks
and, hence, lower maxmin fair rates require lower minimum
values of and . First, the lower bounds on and in-
crease with increase in the burstiness of the packet generation
and the service processes. Now, due to round robin sampling, all
sessions traversing a link are sampled at the same rate. A session
therefore receives higher rate than a session in a link if due to
congestion elsewhere in its path does not transmit many times
it is sampled, and instead transmits packets at these epochs.
Thus, ’s service process depends on the burstiness in both ’s
and its own packet generation and service processes. Thus, a
session which has a higher maxmin fair rate has a more bursty
service process which increases the lower bounds on and
required for allocating the maxmin fair rates to its receivers.
We have so far assumed that a link scheduler knows the queue
lengths at the destination node of the link. More precisely, at all
times the scheduler for link knows for
all layers of all sessions traversing link . The queue lengths
at the next hop can be communicated in feedback packets, but
feedback packets are never received instantaneously. Then, at
time the scheduler knows the queue lengths at the next hop at
some previous time . Also, due to propagation delay in the link,
packets do not reach the destination of a link immediately after
the link’s source completes transmission. Theorems 1 to 3 hold
even when the scheduler decides whether to transmit a packet
for a session on the basis of the queue lengths at previous times
and even when packets reach the destination of a link some time
after the source completes transmission, as long as these delays
are bounded. We refer to these delays as propagation delays.
The credit and buffer thresholds, and s
depend on the propagation delays now. Refer to [14] for a formal
proof. The intuition is as follows. At any node, the queue lengths
at previous times differ from the current queue lengths by at
most a constant that depends on the propagation delay and link
capacities. This constant will increase the constants s and s
but the long term throughputs do not depend on these.
Now, we evaluate the performance of the scheduling policy
using simulation. Simulations allow us to draw two important
conclusions which we could not draw from the analytical
results. First, the constants in Theorems 1, 2, 3 increase
with increase in s. These constants
can become quite large in actual networks. Thus, although
the analysis guarantees that the rates attained by the receivers
converge to the maxmin fair rates, it does not guarantee a fast
convergence. The simulations demonstrate that the conver-
gence rate guaranteed by the analysis is pessimistic and the
rates attained by most receivers fast converge to the respective
maxmin fair rates.
Second, intuition suggests that the guarantees on rate and
loss will not hold when and are small. Consistent with
this intuition, Theorems 1, 2 provide analytical guarantees on
rate and loss only when and exceed thresholds ,
respectively. Theorem 3 shows that the guarantees progres-
sively improve as and increase. But, the thresholds
required for the progressive guar-
antees in Theorem 3 are still quite large and still depend on
the global network topology. Using simulations, we seek to
understand whether the analytical bounds are pessimistic and
whether reasonable values of and usually suffice. The
simulation results demonstrate that the convergence does not
critically depend on the choice of and . Thus the policy is
robust. Specifically, even when the credit and buffer sizes are
significantly less than and , respectively, ( are
the lowest thresholds required for any analytical guarantee),
packets are delivered to the receivers at the maxmin fair rates,
and the packet loss is concentrated in the highest layer served.
We seek to examine the time and the lower bounds required
for convergence in networks where the analytical bounds
are large. We therefore consider
a network with a large number of nodes, links, sessions, re-
ceivers, and layers. Specifically, we consider a network with 15
sessions, 96 receivers, and 400 nodes. Nodes are points on a
20 20 grid. There exists an edge between any two nodes with
a probability that decreases with the increase in euclidean
distance between the nodes , where
is the decay constant. We assumed 2. The capacity of each
link is uniformly distributed between 0 and 20. Source and
receivers of the sessions are selected randomly. The session tree
consists of shortest paths between the source and the receivers.
Every source transmits 20 layers. We implement the scheduling
policy in .
Fig. 7 demonstrates the convergence of the receiver rates to
the respective maxmin fair rates for different traffic patterns.
We study the difference between the rate of delivery of packets
for each receiver and the receiver’s maxmin fair rate, . The
rate of delivery of packets at time for receiver , is the
number of packets delivered to in the interval divided
by . The error for receiver is at time .
Fig. 7(a) and (c) plots the maximum relative error, and Fig. 7(b)
and (d) plots the average relative error, the maximum and av-
erage are taken over all receivers. We consider the following
different traffic patterns. For the curves labeled “deterministic,”
every source generates packets of every layer periodically at rate
1 per unit time. For the curves labeled “bursty,” in any interval
of length , each source generates at most and at least
packets of every layer. For the curves labeled “unequal
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bandwidth layers,” in any interval of length , a source gener-
ates at most and at least layer packets.
We randomly selected the layer bandwidths and transmis-
sion jitters . For each is uniformly distributed between
0 and 5, and for each is uniformly distributed between 0
and , and s are uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and 20. For example,
, respectively. For all these
curves, we assume that a packet transmitted at time reaches
the next hop at time and the scheduler at a node knows
the exact queue lengths at the next hop nodes. The average error
converges to 0 much faster than the maximum error, indicating
that for most of the receivers the reception rates converge to the
maxmin fair rates fast, whereas convergence is relatively slow
for a few others. Convergence is fastest for the deterministic
traffic model. We used 5 and 10, respectively, for
the deterministic traffic model, and 8 and 16, re-
spectively, for the bursty and unequal bandwidth layer traffic
models. Note that in this network and are much larger
than 8 and 16, respectively. Thus, the receivers receive packets
at the maxmin fair rates even when the network is large and
and are significantly smaller than and , respectively.
We also considered the effect of delayed feedback. For the
curves labeled “propagation delay,” we assume that the prop-
agation delay for the data and the feedback packet in each link
equals the euclidean distance between the end points of the link.
We plot the errors for different ranges of time in Fig. 7(a)–(d).
Here, 100 and 200. As expected, rates of delivery
of packets still converge to the maxmin fair rates, but the con-
vergence is slower than when the propagation delay is ignored.
Propagation delay increases buffer and credit size requirements,
but these requirements are still reasonable.
We show in Fig. 8 that packet losses are confined to the
highest layer served and packets from different layers suffer
different loss rates. We plot the fraction of packets delivered to
a receiver that has maxmin fair rate equal to nine packets per
unit time; this fraction for layer at time is the ratio between
the number of packets of layer delivered to the receiver in
and the product of the layer bandwidth and . We
consider the unequal bandwidth traffic model, and ignore the
propagation delays. Here, 8 and 16. The source for
this receiver transmits packets of the first six layers at rate ( s)
0.21, 2.78, 1.81, 3.01, 0.84, and 1 per unit time, respectively.
The transmission jitters ( s) for these layers are 2, 3, 0, 3,
0, and 1, respectively. Analytical results guarantee that the
receiver should receive all packets of the first five layers, 35%
packets of layer 6 and possibly no packet of any higher layer.
As the figure shows, for the first five layers, the fraction of
packets delivered to the receiver fast converge to 1. Initially,
the fraction is greater than 1 for some lower layers, as the
source sends an initial burst of packets for every layer due to
transmission jitters and the network delivers some of these
bursts for the lower layers. The fraction of packets of layer 6
delivered to the receiver converges to 0.35 as well. Very few
packets of other layers reach the receiver. This shows that the
packet loss is confined to the highest layer served, i.e., layer 6
in this case.
Fig. 7. These figures demonstrate the convergence of the packet delivery rates
attained by the proposed scheduling policy to the maxmin fair rates. We have
plotted the convergence errors as a function of time for different traffic models.
(c) and (d) plot the errors for a larger range of time as compared to (a) and (b).
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Fig. 8. Figure shows the fraction of packets of different layers delivered to one
particular receiver in the random network.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We discuss some salient features of our scheduling policy.
If the maximum rates of sessions form a feasible rate alloca-
tion, then the maximum rates are maxmin fair. Thus, our sched-
uling policy attains the maximum rates, if the maximum rates
are feasible; therefore, it satisfies all users subject to bandwidth
limitations.
The scheduling policy is adaptive as its execution does not
require any knowledge of the maximum rates of users, layer
bandwidths, or the statistics of the packet arrival process. Note
that we could prove the analytical performance guarantees for
the case that the credit and buffer values are greater than certain
lower bounds, and that depend on the
topology; but the simulations reveal that these lower bounds are
pessimistic and fair rates are obtained even when the credit and
buffer values are below these thresholds. Specifically, in the sim-
ulations even in large networks with propagation delays, fair
rates were obtained for all moderately large values of and
(e.g., 100 200). The analytical guarantees do
not depend on the hierarchical structure of signals and unequal
bandwidth layers are permitted.
A malicious session cannot increase the throughput of its re-
ceivers by selecting layer bandwidths suitably, as the maxmin
fairness of receiver throughputs are guaranteed irrespective of
the layer bandwidths.
Our scheduling policy is computationally simple.
A link scheduler takes scheduling decisions whenever the
link is free to transmit a packet, and need not synchronize with
schedulers for other links.
Our policy offers different quality of service to different
layers. Layered traffic is a special case of priority traffic, with
the lowest layer traffic having the highest priority, and the
higher layers lower priority. It is possible to generalize this
scheduling policy to attain maxmin fairness with priorities, by
considering sessions with different priorities instead of different
layers. This would allow differentiation of service within the
framework of fairness.
Sometimes receivers need some minimum quality of service
guarantees, which can be attained only when their rates exceed
certain minimum acceptable values. A rate allocation is now fea-
sible if it satisfies the capacity constraint and the rate of each
receiver is greater than or equal to its minimum required rate
of . As before, a feasible rate vector is maxmin fair if it is
not possible to maintain feasibility and increase the rate of a re-
ceiver without decreasing the rate of any other receiver that has
equal or lower rate. (Note that the definition for feasibility has
changed.) We now describe how the scheduling policy in Fig. 6
can be generalized to attain the maxmin fair rates in presence
of these minimum rate constraints. Only the sampling strategy
in Fig. 6 need to be changed. Let be the maximum of the
minimum rates of receivers of session downstream of link .
For simplicity of exposition, assume that time is slotted, and
the transmission duration of each packet is a slot. Now, link
must sample only session in fraction of slots. For this pur-
pose, link may divide the slots in frames and reserve a cer-
tain number of slots for each session. In each of the remaining
fraction of slots, samples the session that has
so far been sampled the least number of times. The rest remains
the same. The analytical guarantees presented in Theorems 1, 2,
and 3 still hold. The proofs are similar as well.
Our policy does not assume any particular drop strategy.
When a packet arrives and finds the buffer full, the new packet
need not be dropped. Dropping an old packet may be a better
option for real time transmission, as packets delivered after a
certain delay become useless. The routers may use a drop tail
(drop the new packet) or random drop (drop a random packet
in the queue) or drop head (drop the oldest packet) policy. The
allocated rates will converge to the maxmin fair rates in all
these cases.
A link scheduler needs congestion information of the neigh-
bors. Specifically, it needs to know whether the number of
packets of a session at the destination node of the link is less
than . Whenever queue length of a session at a node becomes
lower (higher) than after being higher (lower) than ,
a message can be sent to the node at the previous hop. This
message can be piggy backed in data packets. Thus, overhead
is low. This hop by hop congestion feedback has certain advan-
tages over end to end congestion control, e.g., it can control
short-lived congestion better than transport control protocol
(TCP), and is used in local area networks [16].
Since the propagation delays do not alter the throughput of
the policy as long as the delays are bounded, this policy can be
used in networks where propagation delay is significant, e.g.,
networks with satellite links.
Our scheduling policy requires per session states in the
routers, but the resulting increase in complexity is not drastic.
Arguing in the lines of Grossglausser and Bolot [6], imple-
menting a multicast/multilayer service requires per-session
state in the routers anyway. So, the incremental cost of main-
taining some more information for each session and using this
additional information in the scheduling is much smaller than
that in the unicast case. If however these additional session
states become an issue, then this policy can be used in the
VPNs and intranets, and state aggregation may be used in the
backbones.
We conclude that this scheduling policy is suitable for use
in large, dynamic, high speed decentralized networks in which
nodes have access to only local and delayed information.
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APPENDIX
Theorems 1 to 3 follow from a general result, Theorem 4,
which we state in this section. We outline the proof of this gen-
eral result here, and prove it in technical report [14]. We first
introduce some additional notations which we require in stating
Theorem 4.
• The rank of a receiver is .
• Recall that is the total number of ranks.
• Let session traverse link . The rank of in , is
the maximum rank of ’s receivers downstream of .
• Recall that is the th smallest maxmin fair
bandwidth, . Let, be the maximum
number of layers of session that can be fully
served if it is allocated amount of bandwidth, i.e.,
, if . If
, then 0. By convention, 0.
• Let be the maximum number of sessions traversing
a link in session ’s path. Recall that is the max-
imum number of sessions traversing any link. Thus,
.
• All links that originate from the same node and are in
session ’s paths are said to be session siblings of each
other.
• Let be the maximum number of links that originate
from a node and are in session ’s path, and .
• The set of links in receiver ’s path is .
• The session of receiver is .
• The number of packets of session waiting to be served
in link at time is .
• The number of layer packets of session waiting to be
served in link at time is .
• The number of times session is sampled in link in time
interval is .
• The number of times layer of session is sampled in link
in time interval is .
• The number of session packets that finish service in link
in time interval is .
• The number of session layer packets that finish service
in link in time interval is .
• The routing tree of each session has different paths. The
length of a path is the number of links in the path. Let
be the maximum length of a session path. Since every
session has an access link, every session has at least two
links in each of its paths, and , for all sessions .
Recall that is the maximum length of a path in routing
tree of any session. Thus, .
In the next page, we define some recursive constants that de-
pend on rank , session and layer . We use these recursive
constants in stating Theorem 4.
Theorem 4: Let the number of layer packets a session
generates in any interval differ from by at most
. Then, the following hold. For all , if







Let be the link serving packets to receiver . Theorem 1
follows from (3) and (5) of Theorem 4 with
, and ,
since and . Theorem 2 follows from
(4) and (6) of Theorem 4 with ,
and ,
since and . The-
orem 3 follows from Theorem 4, with s and s
given by (1) and (2).
We now outline the Proof of Theorem 4. Note that
, for each session and link in ’s tree. Due to round robin
sampling, every session is sampled at a rate that is more than
in every link in its tree. A session first tries to transmit a
layer 1 packet whenever it is sampled. Now, we assume that
is greater than or equal to the bandwidth of the first layer
of each session , since the first layer must be transmitted
without any packet loss for an acceptable quality of reception.
Thus, the first layer of a session is sampled at a rate of at least
in every link in ’s tree. We next prove that when ,
and , this lower bound on the sampling rate guarantees
that every link in ’s tree transmits at least layer 1 packets
of in any interval of length . When a session is sampled, it
tries to send layer packets if it cannot send layer
packets. Note that layer packets of session are generated
at a rate of , and . Thus, layers
of session are sampled at the rate of in every link
in ’s tree, and layer is sampled at a rate that is
greater than or equal to . We prove that when
, and , this lower bound on the sampling rate
guarantees that every link in ’s tree transmits at least layer
packets of in any interval of length , if , and
at least packets in any interval of length
, if . Thus, (4) of Theorem 4 follows for rank
1. Thus, if , and , every link in session
’s tree transmits at least packets of session in any interval
of length . Thus, (3) of Theorem 4 follows for rank 1.
Also, clearly every link in ’s tree transmits at most layer
packets of in any interval of length , if . Thus, (6)
of Theorem 4 follows for rank 1, and layers .
Now, consider a session and link such that 1,
i.e., all receivers of session downstream of have rank 1. Then,
either Session 1 generates packets at rate or there exists a link
in the path of each receiver of session downstream of that
offers a bandwidth of to session . Such links are referred
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to as “bottleneck” links. In the first case, from the definition
of , Session 1 generates only layers. Therefore,
in any interval of length , every link in ’s tree transmits at
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In the second case, layer of session is served at a
rate of at most in the bottleneck links, and
layers higher than of session are rarely served in the
bottleneck links. Thus, layer of session is served at
a rate of at most in , and layers higher than
are rarely served in . Thus, (6) of Theorem 4 follows
for rank 1, and layer . Thus, session packets
are served at a rate of at most in . Thus, (5) of Theorem 4
follows for rank 1.
Now, consider a session and link such that .
Using the upper bound (5) on the transmission rates of sessions
with ranks lower than , and round robin sampling, we show that
is sampled at a rate of at least in . The rest of the argument
is similar to the case for .
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